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Address HUYNCHI 
P1606 Nha 17T5, Hoang Dao Thuy 
Trung Hoa Nhan Chinh, Cau Giay 
Hanoi  

Country Vietnam

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
A touch of brilliance to add value, distinction, and ambience to your home…inside and out…day or night. Enhance the view from the inside and out...
See the world beyond your windows with prismatic accents by day Distinguish your home from outside with patterns of soft light by night Optimize the
viewing area without the optical restrictions of opaque grids Flexibility to demonstrate your creativity... Choose from a variety of patterns for the
architectural sophistication that best satisfies your artistic preference Enhance the glass throughout your home from living room windows to front door
side lites, interior transoms, and more… even garage door windows Fit many sizes and shapes A bright investment in remodeling or upgrading...
Readily enhance the appearance and style of your home for added value and curb appeal Differentiate your home for the long term with window
accents unaffected by UV light and washing

Company Profile of HUYNCHI

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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